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Running a small business can be daunting to the contractor
whose expertise is in building -- not finance or law. This book
helps to demystify the day-to-day challenges that contractors
face. Running a Successful Construction Company is
acknowledged as the leading book in its field.
A complete guide to estimating accurately and bidding wisely.
Includes guidance on: Selecting the right jobs to bid.
Accurately figuring labor costs and obtaining reliable sub and
supplier quotes. Astutely marking up for overhead and profit.
And moving beyond the competitive bid rat race to getting
paid for estimates.
Book & CD-ROM. Starting a construction company, even a
small one, can be a very profitable venture. In good times and
bad construction is an industry that will always be in demand,
and construction is not an industry where technology will
replace or undermine it. The construction field is growing
rapidly. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
construction firms are expected to be one of the fastest
growing business segments in the U.S. economy. There has
never been a better time to start a construction company and
get ahead of the competition. This is a comprehensive,
detailed study of the practical side of starting and operating a
construction firm. It will take you step by step through every
aspect and prepare you with everything you need including
sample business forms, leases, contracts; worksheets and
checklists for planning, starting, and running day-to-day
operations. You will get dozens of other valuable, timesaving
tools of the trade that every entrepreneur should have. While
providing detailed instruction and examples, the author help
you find a location and business name that will bring success,
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take you through the process of drawing up a winning
business plan (the Companion CD-ROM has the actual
business plan you can use in MS Word TM), and teach you
how to start and manage your construction company. You will
find guidance on obtaining licenses and permits, drawing up
contracts, hiring subcontractors, meeting governmental
regulations, attracting new clients and referrals, applying for
financing, tracking utilities, employing basic cost control
systems, dealing with pricing issues, and staying ahead of the
competition. You will avoid trial by error when setting up
equipment layouts, meeting legal and IRS requirements, and
tapping into the best sales and marketing techniques and
pricing formulas. The book will even help you set up computer
systems to save time and money, teach you how to hire and
keep a qualified professional staff, use the best computer
software, network with publishers and associations, do your
own sales planning, customer service, keep your own books,
compile monthly profit and loss statements, and prepare
taxes. You will become adept at media planning, pricing, and
public relations. You will be able to manage and train
employees, motivate workers, generate high profile public
relations and publicity, and learn low cost marketing ideas
and low cost ways to satisfy customers and build sales. You
will learn how to keep bringing customers back and build
referrals the secret of continued success as well as getting
thousands of great tips and useful guidelines. The manual
delivers literally hundreds of innovative demonstrated ways to
operate and streamline your business. Learn new ways to
make your operation run smoother and increase
performance, shut down waste, reduce costs, and increase
profits. The secret of continued success as well as getting
thousands of great tips and useful ideas. In addition, you will
appreciate the valuable CD ROM resource in your daily
activities as a source of ready-to-use forms, templates,
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worksheets, business plan, surveys, letters, web site
resources, everything you will need to get up and running.
We also went the extra mile and spent an unprecedented
amount of time researching, interviewing, e-mailing, and
communicating with hundreds of today s most successful
construction company executives. Aside from learning the
basics you will be privy to their secrets and proven successful
ideas. Instruction is great, but advice from experts is even
better, and the construction experts chronicled in this book
are earning a great deal of money for their expertise.
Everything you need to know to estimate, build, and repair
practically every type of roof covering: asphalt shingles, roll
roofing, wood shingles & shakes, clay tile, slate, metal, builtup, and elastomeric. Shows how to measure and estimate
most roofs (including estimating shortcuts discovered by the
author), how to install leak-proof underlayment and flashing,
and how to solve problems with insulation, vapor barriers, and
waterproofing. Over 300 large, clear illustrations that help you
find the answers to all your roofing questions.
This manual shows you, in simple, easy -to-understand
language, how to calculate the amount of dirt you'll have to
move, the cost of owning and operating the machines you'll
do it with, and finally, how to assign bid prices to each part of
the job. Using clear, detailed illustrations and examples, the
author makes it easy to follow and duplicate his system. The
book ends with a complete sample estimate, from the take-off
to completing the bid sheet.Included in this book: -- How to
set up & use an organized & logical estimating system -- How
to read plans & specs -- Why a site visit is mandatory -- How
to assess accessibility & job difficulty -- How soil
haracteristics can affect your estimate -- The best ways to
evaluate subsurface conditions -- Figuring your overhead -How to get the information you need from contour maps -When you have to undercut -- Dealing with irregular regions
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and odd areas -- Factors for estimating swell and shrinkage -Balancing the job: spoil & borrow -- Calculating machine
owning & operating costs -- The two common methods of
estimating earthwork quantities
This incisive, practical guide provides a thorough breakdown
of the ins and outs everyone needs to know when turning
contracting skills into a business. From summoning the
motivation to start your own business to the intricacies of
being your own boss, Claudiu Fatu artfully turns his personal
experiences and those of other successful contractors into
advice on every aspect of building a business. The chapters
focus on: Developing a business structure, including bank
accounts, tax registration, insurance, and branding Handling
legal and accounting hurdles Managing employees and
dealing with clients Using marketing systems to find and book
work Estimating and bidding on jobs Writing contracts
Creating invoices and a billing system Controlling costs,
keeping records, and understanding profit margin Planning
retirement and other benefits for the self-employed By
teaching contractors to anticipate problems that can arise
when dealing with clients, and to build a business plan that
can support a contractor’s talents in the best way possible,
Starting Your Career as a Contractor is the ultimate manual to
getting the job done right! Allworth Press, an imprint of
Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on
the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business
of art. Our titles cover subjects such as graphic design,
theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design,
writing, acting, film, how to start careers, business and legal
forms, business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to
publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller,
we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in areas
overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author
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whose expertise can help our audience of readers.
You can get your construction business to move to the next
level, get organized and systemized, build an accountable
responsible team, charge the right mark-up, always make a
profit, and work exactly the way you want by drafting your BIZBuilder Blueprint Action Plan. George Hedley is one of the
country's leading construction business building experts, top
speakers, and professional business coaches. He has helped
thousands of contractors grow, make more money, install
systems, and build profitable companies. His step-by-step
practical blueprint system helps general and specialty
contractors who are stuck and want to improve profit margins,
take charge, and grow. This book presents proven steps to:
1. Become a "Best In Class" contractor. 2. Develop a five
year BIZ-Vision & BIZ-Plan. 3. Write your short and long term
goals. 4. Develop an accountable management team. 5.
Delegate and build responsible team players. 6. Replace
yourself with written BIZ-Systems. 7. Install field and project
management systems. 8. Create scorecards and job cost
tracking systems. 9. Learn how to know, track, and hit your
numbers. 10. Draft a winning marketing and sales action plan.
11. Focus on growth and finding new customers. 12. Always
make a profit.

Proven business strategies for operating a profitable
and efficient construction firm Written by a
successful management researcher, advisor, and
educator to construction contractors, The
Construction MBA reveals effective operating
practices for managing the multiple processes that
must work simultaneously to make a construction
firm consistently profitable. The methods in the book
apply to both general and specialty contracting firms
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and describe how to grow both the top line and
bottom line. This strategic resource explains how to
integrate metrics into your business model that allow
you to identify and react to critical trends. You'll learn
ways to gain the competitive edge by adopting
superior processes, speeding up your business
cycle, and maximizing client satisfaction. Tips for
positioning your firm on the "sweet spot" of the riskreward curve are also included. Realworld case
studies demonstrate the concepts presented in this
practical guide. In addition, eight legendary
management books are reviewed and their lessons
are applied to the construction contracting business.
The Construction MBA covers: The new business
model Corporate objectives and strategies Work
acquisition Operations management Human
resources Financial management Technology Good
operating practices
With more than 150 user friendly forms, including
Microsoft Word document templates and Excel
spreadsheets, The Paper Trail: Systems and Forms
for a Well-Run Remodeling Company, Second
Edition, is designed to help remodelers develop and
implement strong business systems for their
companies. The Paper Trail focuses on six key
competencies that will help you run a successful
business: • sales and marketing • communication •
estimating • production • business management •
financial management The forms and documents in
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The Paper Trail were carefully selected to cover the
most important tasks and concerns of remodeling
companies. Use them to help you draw a blueprint
for building comprehensive business systems. To
assist users in customizing the forms, the book
includes a companion CD with all of the documents
referenced and shown in the text. Forms can be
modified as necessary to suit a particular company's
needs. Each form appears at the end of the chapter
in which it is referenced. In addition, forms are
indexed by subject matter and form type at the end
of the book for the reader's ease in locating specific
forms.
Only 43 per cent of U.S. construction firms remain in
business after four years. Why? Inadequate
management, according to the U.S. Small Business
Administration. This is surprising because most
construction firms are formed by ambitious
construction project managers, executives and
tradesmen who have excelled at what they have
been doing. But as experienced as these
entrepreneurs may be, they are not likely prepared
to take on the full range of responsibilities forced on
them in managing the business of construction in its
entirety. While this business failure rate and its
causes are based on U.S. experience, available data
from a number of other industrialized countries
shows they are similar. This book describes in detail
what the business side of the construction equation
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requires of the construction firm owner. The
contractor who quickly learns these requirements
can identify and avoid or manage around the pitfalls
that cause the high failure rate in our industry and
put his or her construction firm on a level playing
field with the best-run companies in the business.
The detailed duties of the owner, whether in the
U.S., U.K., Australia or Canada, are a common
theme throughout the book. The author, Nick
Ganaway, speaks peer-to-peer, and the book is
sprinkled with supporting examples from his own
experience. He is immersed in the industry and this
book is "based on the things I've learned, used, and
refined as a light-commercial general contractor in
the course of starting and operating my own
construction firm for 25 years." The contractor doing
$5 million or $50 million or more in annual sales or
the equivalent amount in other countries, or the
entrepreneur who is just starting up, can use the
tried and proven material in this book to build a
business that is profitable, enjoyable, and enduring.
Additionally, the book devotes a chapter to
specializing in chain-store construction.
Easily master QuickBooks Pro 2003 and quickly
learn how to generate reports to help you analyze
your company's progress. Includes a FREE CDROM with preconfigured construction company files
for QuickBooks Pro, including one for Canada. Just
drag the company file onto your hard drive and then
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fill it in with your vendors, subs, and customers. Also
included is a complete estimating program with a
cost database to help you estimate your jobs, and a
unique translation tool to transfer the estimate to
QuickBooks Pro for job costing. Includes 40 FREE
construction forms.
If you dream of running your own construction
company, this is the book for you. The authors
specialize in remodeling, but the information they
share is just as valuable to spec builders and
subcontrctors. A step-by-step through the process of
setting up a new company. Learn about several
ways to structure your company, and the benefits
and disadvantages of each of them. Learn how to
make a good impression on clients, how to work with
architects, inspectors and bankers and where to look
for more help when you need it.
How you can make your construction company more
profitable. A 'must read' before you price your next
project. Many construction companies fail despite
the hard work and knowledge of their managers and
owners. Some companies even start well, earning
good profits, building successful projects, and the
company grows - only for it all to come crashing
down, often leaving a mountain of debts behind. So
why do construction companies fail? Is it due to bad
luck? This book explores important aspects of
managing a construction company that impact its
success and profitability. Obviously managers
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should have an understanding of running a business
as well as the appropriate technical skills. But, it's
usually more than this. The chapters in this book
focus on the importance of selecting the right project,
how to find projects, tendering correctly, winning the
project, delivering the project, avoiding unnecessary
costs, increasing revenue, financial and contractual
controls, managing the company, the importance of
good people, growing the company and ensuring the
company has a good reputation. The chapters are
set out in an easy to read format, filled with practical
tips, which provide a step-by-step guide to growing
profits, remaining profitable and running a successful
construction company.
Author of cult classics The Pumpkin Plan and The
Toilet Paper Entrepreneur offers a simple,
counterintuitive cash management solution that will
help small businesses break out of the doom spiral
and achieve instant profitability. Conventional
accounting uses the logical (albeit, flawed) formula:
Sales - Expenses = Profit. The problem is,
businesses are run by humans, and humans aren't
always logical. Serial entrepreneur Mike Michalowicz
has developed a behavioral approach to accounting
to flip the formula: Sales - Profit = Expenses. Just as
the most effective weight loss strategy is to limit
portions by using smaller plates, Michalowicz shows
that by taking profit first and apportioning only what
remains for expenses, entrepreneurs will transform
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their businesses from cash-eating monsters to
profitable cash cows. Using Michalowicz's Profit First
system, readers will learn that: · Following 4 simple
principles can simplify accounting and make it easier
to manage a profitable business by looking at bank
account balances. · A small, profitable business can
be worth much more than a large business surviving
on its top line. · Businesses that attain early and
sustained profitability have a better shot at achieving
long-term growth. With dozens of case studies,
practical, step-by-step advice, and his signature
sense of humor, Michalowicz has the gamechanging roadmap for any entrepreneur to make
money they always dreamed of.
In order to succeed in a construction business you
have to be able to mark up the price of your jobs to
cover overhead expenses and make a decent profit.
The problem is how much to mark it up. You don't
want to lose jobs because you charge too much, and
you don't want to work for free because you've
charged too little. If you know how much to mark up
you can apply it to your job costs and arrive at the
right sales price for your work. This book gives you
the background and the calculations necessary to
easily figure the markup that is right for your
business. Includes a CD-ROM with forms and
checklists for your use.
More than a few residential builders and remodelers
walk away from closings with less money than they
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deserve. Stop letting it happen to you. Performed
correctly, estimating is your key to keeping more of
your hard-earned profit. Master remodeler, custom
builder, and business expert Bill Asdal shares his
unique focus on successful estimating for home
builders and remodelers. With Bill's guidance, you
can examine how you do business and modify it to
meet your financial goals. Original.
To be a great superintendent, you need training.
Without this, you may become defensive, learn to
accept waste and low standards, or even espouse
false concepts that will lead to certain failure.
However, with proper fundamental training, learning
from the best builders throughout history, and
effectively using the modern concepts of lean, we
can guide superintendents to have the best trained
role in construction. Right now in our industry,
project managers and project engineers are better
trained, better paid, and are becoming leaders of the
entire team. The positions of superintendents and
project managers should be equal, but to be equal,
we need to step up and take our place as the driving
force of the project. This book will help you to do that
and bring respect back to field positions everywhere.
Before writing Elevating Construction
Superintendents - The Art of the Builder, I had never
found a book available for the art and form of being a
superintendent. Yes, there are books about lean;
yes, there are books about construction
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management; and yes, there are books about the
skills of a superintendent, but there are none that
cover the art of the builder in construction and the
back-to-basics fundamental attributes of a true
leader in the field. This is the first revision of the
book we need and want for our wonderful builders in
the field of construction. This book is filled with
principles and actionable steps for assistant
superintendents. I invite you to learn these, take
massive action, and implement each step one-byone. Please keep driving until everything on your
project brings you joy. That is the measure of
success. Expect more - Step up - Let's go
Practices and Procedures is the "how to" manual for
estimating painting and related work. Quality takeoff
procedures and estimating methods are thoroughly
described and discussed. All elements of proper job
pricing are described including the evaluation of
labor, material, additional job costs, overhead, and
profit. Working blueprints and sample estimates are
a part of the manual. Job costing methods and their
relationship to estimating is included.
"A CD-ROM with the forms in RTF, PDF and Excel
formats to customize for your own use."
In order to succeed in a construction business, you
have to be able to price your jobs to cover all labor,
material and overhead expenses, and make a
decent profit. But calculating markup is only part of
the picture. If you're going to beat the odds and stay
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in business -- profitably, you also need to know how
to write good contracts, manage your crews, work
with subcontractors and collect on your work. This
book covers the business basics of running a
construction company, whether you're a general or
specialty contractor working in remodeling, new
construction or commercial work. The principles
outlined here apply to all construction-related
businesses. You'll find tried and tested formulas to
guarantee profits, with step-by-step instructions and
easy-to-follow examples to help you learn how to
operate your business successfully. Includes a link
to free downloads of blank forms and checklists used
in this book.
Discover BIM: A better way to build better buildings
Building Information Modeling (BIM) offers a novel
approach to design, construction, and facility
management in which a digital representation of the
building product and process is used to facilitate the
exchange and interoperability of information in digital
format. BIM is beginning to change the way buildings
look, the way they function, and the ways in which
they are designed and built. The BIM Handbook,
Third Edition provides an in-depth understanding of
BIM technologies, the business and organizational
issues associated with its implementation, and the
profound advantages that effective use of BIM can
provide to all members of a project team. Updates to
this edition include: Information on the ways in which
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professionals should use BIM to gain maximum
value New topics such as collaborative working,
national and major construction clients, BIM
standards and guides A discussion on how various
professional roles have expanded through the
widespread use and the new avenues of BIM
practices and services A wealth of new case studies
that clearly illustrate exactly how BIM is applied in a
wide variety of conditions Painting a colorful and
thorough picture of the state of the art in building
information modeling, the BIM Handbook, Third
Edition guides readers to successful
implementations, helping them to avoid needless
frustration and costs and take full advantage of this
paradigm-shifting approach to construct better
buildings that consume fewer materials and require
less time, labor, and capital resources.
This book includes self-test section at the end of each
chapter. Test yourself, then check answers in the back of
the book to see how you score. CD-ROM included.
A complete guide to estimating painting costs for just
about any type of residential, commercial, or industrial
painting, whether by brush, spray, or roller.
Being the owner of a contracting company can feel
overwhelming, frustrating, and downright life draining,
particularly when you're working more hours than there
are in a day. You'd delegate more to others, but you
worry they won't follow through, or do the job as well as
you would. You want to charge more-heck, you need to
charge more-but you're afraid you'll lose your shirt to the
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competition. You're bleeding money, but don't know
precisely how to fix the problem, where to begin.
Actually, even if you knew where to begin, where would
you find the time to make critical changes? Help is here
in the form of a doable, step-by-step guide that will put
money in your pocket, and more time and fun in your
day. Learn how to: - Keep your finger on the critical pulse
points that drive success - Depend on your employees to
take ownership - Close more deals while charging more
money - Develop an air of confidence that magnetizes
potential customers - Manage the project scope and stop
the profit bleed of cost overruns If you can't remember
the last time you took a vacation or watched your kids'
soccer game, or the last time you reviewed your balance
sheet with a sense of pride and excitement, this book is
for you.
THE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT MANAGEMENT
SUCCESS GUIDE 2ND EDITION: Everything You Need
To Know About Construction Contracts, Estimating,
Planning And Scheduling, Skills To Manage Trades And
Home Renovations You're about to discover how to the
re-emergence of the real estate market sparked renewed
optimism in construction. Across different states in the
country, residential construction jobs are being
undertaken in order to satisfy the demands in housing.
Since residential construction projects are still a business
(except when you want to build your own home), the idea
is to build enough living spaces and to offer them to
prospective clients or leasers at an affordable price. Of
course the success of such a goal still lies on income
and the general economic outlook, but one thing is for
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certain: now that the housing crisis is over, more people
will look forward getting a place to call their home.
HOW TO BECOME A PROFITABLE PRIME FEDERAL
CONTRACTOR Martin Saenz and his wife Ruth started
their exhibit display design and fabrication business in
their basement and, over the course of 14 years and
scores of successfully-completed prime federal
contracts, have built it into a multi-million dollar
enterprise operating out of its own large warehouse and
production facility. In this book Martin shares all the
fundamental success factors he has learned:
Determining What You Offer That The Government Will
Buy Gathering Competitive Intelligence Using the
Government's Own Websites How to Create a Massive
Action Plan (MAP) to Launch Your Business How to
Build Relationships and Land Business at Small
Business Events Creating a Rocking One-Page
Capabilities Statement Why Over 50% of His Business
Comes at the End of the Fiscal Year
If your computer has Windows and a CD-ROM drive, the
interactive CD Estimator disk enclosed could change
forever the way you estimate construction costs. It's the
most complete, most timely collection of cost estimates
ever offered in machine-readable form: Over 2,500
pages of manhours, labor and material costs for new
construction, repair and remodeling work, electrical work,
renovation and insurance repair, plumbing and HVAC
work, painting and wallcovering. Plus, the National
Estimator program for Windows makes it easy to use this
cost data to compile construction estimates for nearly
any residential, commercial or industrial job.
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This book includes step-by-step instructions for
estimating and bidding all phases of construction - to
help you make a decent profit.
Take control of your construction contracting business and
manage it through the natural highs and lows of the
construction market. Learn from a team of construction
business veterans led by Thomas C. Schleifer, who is
commonly referred to as a construction business "turnaround"
expert due to the number of construction companies he has
rescued from financial distress. His financial acumen,
combined with his practical, hands-on experience, has made
him a sought-after private consultant. His experience and nononsense philosophy have truly given him a unique
perspective. Important topics covered include: Understanding
the primary areas of construction business failure in the next
decade Minimizing business risk with real-world examples
Developing a positive and competent management attitude
and strategy Discover how to maneuver through this
complicated and risky industry by using the authors' research
and proven success strategies to sustain and grow your
business.
CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNTING & FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT, 3/e helps construction professionals and
construction management students master the principles of
financial management, and adapt and apply them to the
challenge of profitably managing construction companies. It
integrates content that has traditionally been taught through
separate accounting, finance, and engineering economics
texts. Students learn how to account for a construction
company's financial resources; how to manage its costs,
profits, and cash flows; how to evaluate different sources of
funding a company's cash needs; and how to quantitatively
analyze financial decisions. Readers gain hands-on
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experience through 220 example problems and over 390
practice problems, many of them based on situations actually
encountered by the author. This edition adds more than 100
new discussion questions, and presents financial equations
and accounting transactions more visually to support more
intuitive learning.
Current building costs for residential, commercial, and
industrial construction. Estimated prices for every common
building material, the labor cost to install the material and a
total "installed" cost. For those jobs where you can't rely on
your past experience to estimate, rely on the prices in this
national standard of construction costs to get you safely in the
ballpark. Provides manhours, recommended crew, and the
labor cost for installation of every job and practically every
type of material in construction. Provides clear descriptions
on what is included in the job being estimated so you know
exactly what the job and the prices for that job entail. Every
cost is carefully described. It even provides suggested crew
sizes, and equipment rates.
Current building costs for residential, commercial, and
industrial construction. Estimated prices for every common
building material. Provides manhours, recommended crew,
and gives the labor cost for installation. Complete estimates
for just about every item used in residential, commercial, or
industrial construction." -It includes hundreds of tips, pictures, diagrams and tables
that every excavation contractor and supervisor can use This
revised edition explains how to handle all types of excavation,
grading, paving, pipeline and compaction jobs -- whether it's a
highway, subdivision, commercial, or trenching job. This
edition has been completely rewritten to cover new materials,
equipment and techniques.It includes hundreds of tips,
pictures, diagrams and tables.
How Much Should I Charge? shows you how to price your
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services so that you'll make money--as much money as you
want--on every job!
Current prices in dollars and cents and detailed descriptions
for hard-to-find items needed on most insurance, repair,
remodeling, and renovation jobs. All price items include labor,
material, and equipment breakouts, plus special charts that
tell you exactly how these costs are calculated. Includes
many reinstall/salvage cost estimates, hundreds of sample
product images and unique architectural items.
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